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A PILOT STUDY OF OPTOMETRY STUDENT PERCEPTIONS, ACCEPTANCE AND USE OF PODCASTING

Abstract

Background: Students undertaking a clinical module in optometry were provided with lecture podcasts as a supplement to conventional teaching. This research sought to evaluate student perceptions of podcasting. Methods: Students (n=83) who had received podcasts in the previous academic year completed a survey based on the Technology Acceptance Model. The survey evaluated usage patterns, perceived usefulness, ease of use, attitudes to podcasts and barriers to engagement. Results: The acceptance and uptake of podcasts were encouraging. Perceived benefits included improved understanding, learning efficiency and performance in assessments. Barriers to use included a preference for other learning methods, unfamiliarity with podcasts and lack of time. Conclusion: Podcasts were a popular supplement to traditional clinical teaching methods in optometry.
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Background

“Lecture capture” is a process in which digital recordings of live lectures are shared with students. Its purpose is to increase engagement with lecture material and to increase student satisfaction. “Full” lecture capture includes video and audio, but it can be challenging to introduce because it requires suitable infrastructure such as cameras and microphones in lecture theaters and upgrades to computer hardware. Working with video files can be time-consuming for staff and requires technical expertise. Finally, video files are large, so students without a good quality internet connection may find them difficult to access.

A more accessible alternative to full lecture capture is “podcasting.” The term “podcast” is defined as “a digital audio file of speech, music, broadcast material, etc., made available on the Internet for downloading to a computer or portable media player; a series of such files, new installments of which can be received by subscribers automatically.” The average smartphone, tablet or computer can record and edit high-quality audio, which common e-learning platforms can then distribute as a podcast. The flexibility of audio allows podcasts to be updated as needed, maintaining the relevance to students.

Podcasts are used to support learning in a wide range of healthcare disciplines, including medicine, nursing and dentistry. The most common use has been to support students with basic science and pre-clinical modules. Use of podcasts for undergraduate clinical education is rare, and there are no documented cases in optometry. Podcasting is popular with students and can increase student satisfaction and engagement. This popularity stems from perceived benefits including mobility and flexibility. Students value the ability to re-visit lectures and revise lecture notes, which may also help to reduce anxiety. Finally, auditory learners may appreciate learning resources in an audio format.

Even though students believe that podcasts can improve academic performance, evidence of an objective improvement is lacking. This may be because lecture podcasts may duplicate or replace traditional teaching resources. The flexibility of “on demand” resources can also pose risks. For example, the mobility of podcasts can interfere with concentration by encouraging listening in distracting environments. The ability to choose when to study may allow students to pace their learning inappropriately. Concerns have also been raised about the effect of podcasts on lecture attendance because non-attendance may increase the likelihood of poor academic performance, disengagement and discontinuation. Non-attendance in clinical modules may be riskier due to the visual nature of procedural instruction. Despite these concerns, podcasting in other courses has caused little to no decrease in the number of attendees in most cases.

There are many ways to measure academic progress in higher education. Final outcome measures such as grades are important, but it is also essential to understand and optimize the individual factors that contribute to the overall academic
success of a student; these include student engagement and satisfaction. The purpose of this study was to assess participant perceptions of a podcasting pilot program in optometry.

Methods

Participants and ethics

In the first week of the new academic year, a printed survey was distributed to all Year 2 students (n=83). Seventy-one of the respondents (85.5%) indicated that they had completed the OP1201 Basic Clinical Techniques module, undergraduate optometry program, Cardiff University, in the previous academic year. OP1201 is a compulsory 22-week module that equips Year 1 students with the clinical skills and knowledge required to conduct a basic optometric eye examination; it assumes no prior experience. The module is taught using one-hour lectures and two-hour practical (clinical) classes. The theory and technique for each clinical procedure are described in one or more lectures, and the procedure is later performed by students in a practical class under the guidance of qualified optometrists. All PowerPoint presentations delivered in the lectures, as well as additional written information and revision exercises, were published online (Blackboard™) before face-to-face sessions. Students who had completed the OP1201 module in the previous year but who had not progressed to Year 2 (n=7), or who were attempting Year 2 for the second time (n=2), were not captured by this study.

The Research Audit Ethics Committee at the School of Optometry and Vision Sciences, Cardiff University, granted ethical approval for this study, and the research was conducted in accordance with the tenants of the Declaration of Helsinki. Potential participants were informed of the nature of the study verbally and in writing, and consent was implied by submission of a completed survey. As a condition of ethical approval, the participants were informed that their opinions would be considered when determining the future of the podcasting pilot program. To limit the possibility of systematic bias as a result of being aware of the study’s purpose, students were presented with the full range of potential outcomes verbally and through the survey questions.

Survey design

The survey design was based on the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), a method used previously to assess the student perceptions of podcasting in higher education. The TAM considers a broad range of issues, including current usage patterns, barriers to use and untapped potential. This survey also contained questions directed towards students who had not used the podcasts. The final survey consisted of a mixture of four-point Likert scale questions and questions in an open-ended format and was conducted anonymously. Local nomenclature required that the word “practical” be used on the surveys rather than the word “clinical,” although these terms are interchangeable for the purposes of this study.

Podcast production

The podcasts were recorded during lectures for the OP1201 module using the native Voice Recorder app (version 0.1) and built-in microphone of a Samsung Galaxy SIII smartphone placed on the lectern. The recordings were transferred to a computer for conversion from the proprietary 3gp format to generic mp3 using Format Factory for Windows (version 2.96, available for free at http://www.pcfreetime.com). The mp3 was edited using Audacity for Windows (version 2.0.2, available for free at http://audacity.sourceforge.net/) to remove unnecessary material at the start and end of the lecture. Each podcast was uploaded to the online learning platform Blackboard™ (version 9) using the plug-in “Campus Pack Podcasts” within two weeks of the lecture, where it could be downloaded manually or via a podcast subscription service. Students were advised that podcasts were intended to accompany the PowerPoint presentation delivered in the lecture.

Data analysis

The responses to all survey questions were summarized and presented using Microsoft Excel 2013 for Windows. For each question, the proportion of responses for each category on the Likert scale was calculated as a percentage of the number of total valid responses. Responses to open questions are presented as quotations in this paper, as there were too few to conduct a thematic analysis.

Results

Use of podcasts

52.1% (37/71) of the participants stated they had downloaded and listened to at least one podcast; they are referred to as “Listeners.” The remaining 47.9% (34/71) did not listen to any podcasts; they are referred to as “Non-listeners.”
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Of the Listeners (n=37), 100% had used a computer to access the podcasts. Mobile devices, such as dedicated portable audio players (8.1%), smartphones (8.1%) and tablet computers (2.7%), were used sparingly. **Figure 1** shows that the primary use of podcasts by Listeners (defined as “often” or “always”) was for filling in gaps (51.3%) and re-visiting (63.9%) lectures. Podcasts were used frequently before assessment tasks (52.8%) but less commonly afterward (14.7%). Some Listeners routinely used podcasts to prepare for practical sessions (38.3%). Among the Listeners, 36.1% reported using podcasts to catch up on missed lectures “sometimes,” while 19.4% reported that they “always” did so.

**Figure 2** shows that most Listeners agreed or strongly agreed that podcasts increased understanding (94.6%) and learning efficiency (97.3%). Many Listeners felt that their academic performance in practical (73%) and written coursework or assessments (73% and 78.4%) was enhanced by the podcasts, as indicated by the level of agreement with survey questions relating to obtaining a “better mark.”

**Figure 3** shows that Listeners agreed or strongly agreed that the podcasts were easy to navigate (91.9%), understand (91.8%), download (91.9%), were uploaded quickly (91.5%) and were in a useful format (91.5%). A small number of Listeners (<9%) reported minor difficulties with accessing or using the podcasts.

**Non-listeners**

The main reasons that Non-listeners did not use podcasts were a lack of familiarity with accessing material in this way (34.3%), a lack of time (31.4%) and dislike of accessing or using them (28.6%). Minor reasons included technical difficulties (2.9%) and a lack of awareness of podcasts (2.9%).

**Figures 4 and 5** show that the majority of participants (97.3% of Listeners and 80.7% of Non-listeners) agreed or strongly agreed that podcasts should be provided for all lectures and expressed a desire to use them in the future (100% of Listeners and 63.4% of Non-listeners). Both groups agreed that the preparation of podcasts was a good use of lecturer time (82.8% of Listeners and 80% of Non-listeners). In response to the question of whether podcasts would be a suitable replacement for face-to-face lectures, 85.7% of Listeners and 83.9% of Non-listeners disagreed.

**Discussion**

Although podcasting has been used in healthcare education for some time, its main function has been to support the teaching of basic science and pre-clinical modules. Little is known about the use of podcasts for clinical education, and nothing on the topic and optometry had been published. This study explored the introduction of podcasts in optometric education from a student perspective and found podcasts to be a popular supplement to traditional clinical teaching.

**Use of podcasts**

Approximately half of the survey respondents (52.1%) reported listening to at least one podcast, with a significant proportion using podcasts frequently (“often” or “always,” **Figure 1**). The uptake of podcasts in this study is similar to the prevalence of Listeners reported within other Year 1 UK-based healthcare education courses, including 64.6% and 51.5% for two basic science modules in a medical degree program at the University of Leeds, and 71% reported at the University of Nottingham for Nursing students studying a biology module. The number of students accessing podcasts in this study was considerably lower than figures reported by institutions in the United States, such as the 89.4% reported in a basic science course at the Vanderbilt University School of Medicine, and the 95% reported at the School of Nursing at Adelphi University. These figures suggest podcasts were well-accepted by optometry students but there may be potential for increasing adoption.
Smartphones and tablets have not changed listening habits

One of the original benefits of podcasting was the flexibility it offered, allowing students to study anywhere and at any time. Research has since shown that most students prioritize the ability to concentrate over the ability to be mobile, and this study confirmed that the primary device for accessing podcasts remains the computer (100%). Students used mobile devices sparingly and always as a supplement to a computer. The preference for computer-based listening could have been anticipated for this study, as the podcasts were designed to be paired with the PowerPoint presentations published on Blackboard.

“I liked that I could listen and read the PPP (PowerPoint Presentation) at the same time.”

Podcasts are relevant to practical and clinical performance

The Listeners reported that podcasts improved understanding (94.6%), learning efficiency (97.3%) and grades in written coursework and assessments (73% and 78.4%, Figure 2). Such a finding is common. Students also reported a belief that podcasts improved practical and clinical performance. A noteworthy proportion of Listeners (38.3%, Figure 1) used podcasts frequently to prepare for practical sessions, while many more reported that podcasts improved their results in practical assessments (73%, Figure 2). As this was a pilot program, technical limitations sometimes delayed the publication of the podcasts by up to two weeks. It would be useful to investigate whether a more rapid distribution of podcasts would increase the proportion of students who used them to prepare for practical sessions.

Podcasts are a useful companion to lectures

Previous studies have indicated a major use of podcasts is to re-visit lectures and update lecture notes, and more than 90% of Listeners in this study did so (Figure 1). In particular, podcasts allowed students to identify and correct missed information in lecture notes.

“I could list(en) to my lectures again and get any points I may have missed the first time around.”

Another interesting point raised was that the podcasts allowed students to pay greater attention during lectures, as they did not need to be concerned about missing vital material. This is likely to be particularly important for students for whom English is not their first language or for students with learning difficulties.

“That you can go back and edit notes – meaning in the lecture you can concentrate and try to understand rather than trying to write everything down.”

As has been reported previously, a significant number of Listeners (52.8%, Figure 1) regularly used podcasts for revision purposes before assessments. This is unsurprising given that the Listeners also reported a belief that podcasts improved their assessment performance (Figure 2). However, only 14.7% of Listeners indicated that they would routinely use a podcast after an assessment (Figure 1), which could be viewed as a missed opportunity for students to reflect on their practical performance within the context of the theoretical aspects of the module. It would be beneficial to educate the students regarding this untapped benefit of podcasting.

Podcasts as a substitute for lectures

In the Listener group and the Non-listener group, 85.7% and 83.9%, respectively, expressed an opinion that podcasts were not a suitable replacement for lectures (Figure 5), with 44.4% of Listeners reporting they have never used podcasts for this purpose. In contrast, 36.1% reported they had done so “sometimes” (Figure 1). This suggests that most students prefer to attend live lectures but will use a podcast as an alternative when an absence is unavoidable.

However, a subset of Listeners routinely used podcasts as a substitute for attending lectures; 19.4% reported they “always” used podcasts to catch up on lectures (Figure 1), and 14.3% (Figure 5) accepted podcasts as a replacement for lectures. This figure is at odds with previous studies that have reported that podcasts do not cause a decline in lecture attendance. Although using podcasts as a substitute for attending lectures can provide students with the freedom to study anywhere, and at any time, it can be a risky strategy. First-year students are particularly vulnerable to the disengagement and isolation that self-directed study can bring.
attending a lecture, even when viewed with the accompanying PowerPoint presentation, may pose additional problems for modules of a visual nature. Finally, the lack of face-to-face contact between the lecturer and the students can prevent important real-time communication between the two.

Why don’t some students listen to podcasts?

Although the Listeners reported that the podcasts were easy to navigate (91.9%), understand (91.8%), download (91.9%), were available quickly (91.5%) and in a useful format (91.5%, Figure 3), there were three primary reasons that 47.9% of students (Non-listeners) did not use them.

First, approximately one-third of the Non-listeners (34.3%) reported a lack of familiarity with using podcasts. It is sometimes incorrectly assumed that the current generation of university students is extremely familiar with technology, but this can be a barrier to engagement. Training for students may improve the uptake of podcasts.

Second, although the majority of Listeners (97%) felt that the podcasts enabled them to learn more efficiently (Figure 2), 31.4% of the Non-listeners reported that lack of time was a barrier. The compatibility of podcasting with preferred learning styles might explain some of this discrepancy. Learning styles may be classified as visual, auditory, read & write or kinesthetic (VARK) based on whether a student prefers to learn via images, sound, note taking or touch. Auditory learners may have seen efficiency gains because non-optimal traditional resources were replaced with a learning resource in their preferred format. Conversely, students with non-auditory learning styles may have viewed podcasts as an additional and inferior learning resource.

Academic ability may offer an alternative explanation for differences in uptake. Studies have shown that students with higher levels of academic ability can process material more quickly, allowing time to engage with additional resources. It is thought, however, that lower achieving students would be likely to derive more benefit.

The anonymous survey design meant that it was not possible to explore differences in characteristics between Listeners and Non-listeners. Further work is recommended to evaluate the relationship between learning style, academic ability and the uptake of podcasts.

Finally, 28.6% of students reported a dislike of accessing or using materials provided as a podcast. This may reflect a lack of acceptance of the technology itself or the mismatch between podcasts and personal learning preferences.

“I personally don’t use them because I prefer reading and making notes from books/doing questions.”

Future of the podcasting program

Listeners (97.3%, Figure 4) and Non-listeners (80.7%, Figure 5) agreed that the podcast program should be expanded. All (100%) Listeners and 63.4% of Non-listeners indicated they would use podcasts in the future. The support of Non-listeners for podcasts was surprising and the reason is altruistic:

“I like that podcasts are available for people who would use them to refresh their memory or make additional notes that they may have missed.”

There is some doubt relating to whether students felt that the preparation of podcasts was a good use of lecturer time. 82.8% of the Listeners and 69% of the Non-Listeners agreed with this statement. Additional work would be useful to determine which activities students would rather see from a lecturer.

Limitations and further work

As a condition of ethical approval, students were informed that their survey responses would be considered when evaluating the future of the podcasting pilot program. To avoid systematic bias, all possible outcomes (continuation, expansion or discontinuation) were included when the podcasting pilot program was explained to the students. Also, leading questions within the survey were avoided. Nevertheless, the reader is encouraged to consider the possibility of bias when interpreting the results.

Podcasts are becoming increasingly easy to record, distribute and access, and are popular with optometry students. However, further work is recommended prior to generalizing the results of this study. It would be useful to evaluate whether podcasts have a measurable impact upon clinical performance or assessment results. Other areas to be considered include the consequences of non-attendance in visual modules, or whether full lecture capture may be more appropriate.
Conclusions

Podcasts are a popular supplement to conventional clinical teaching in optometric education.
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LONG-TERM FOLLOW-UP OF SUSPECTED VACCINE-INDUCED PAPILLITIS: A TEACHING CASE REPORT

Abstract Papillitis is a condition that necessitates prompt diagnosis and treatment in the pediatric population. Pertinent differentials should be considered and excluded through imaging and appropriate lab tests to rule out any treatable conditions. Papillitis in children most commonly presents following an infection but has been reported to occur after vaccination. These patients often develop optic atrophy as a result of the preceding inflammation. However, few studies address the long-term follow-up of pediatric patients with papillitis.
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Background

Optic neuritis results when the optic nerve becomes inflamed. Two major clinical presentations of optic neuritis exist: typical demyelinating and atypical. Typical demyelinating optic neuritis is the most common presentation and includes the following features: acute monocular vision loss (which typically improves after two weeks), pain on eye movement, visual field defect and relative afferent pupillary defect (RAPD) on the affected side. Demyelination in typical optic neuritis may be idiopathic or induced by a systemic demyelinating disorder. Atypical optic neuritis is characterized by the following features: occurrence in a patient under age 14 or over age 45, bilateral presentation, vertical hemianopic visual field defect, recent sinusitis and/or progression of the optic neuritis for more than two weeks. Atypical optic neuritis is more concerning than typical demyelinating optic neuritis and indicates the need to perform additional testing for systemic conditions.

Optic neuritis is also classified into two principal types according to what portion of the optic nerve is involved. Papillitis, also known as anterior optic neuritis, occurs when the intraocular portion of the optic nerve is inflamed. Retrobulbar optic neuritis affects the segment of the optic nerve posterior to the globe. Papillitis is more common in children than adults.

The etiologies of optic neuritis may be classified into four categories: demyelinating, infectious, non-infectious and parainfectious. The axons of the retinal ganglion cells become myelinated after passing through the lamina cribosa, and demyelination occurs when the myelin is phagocytosed by the microglia and macrophages, thus interrupting axonal conduction. Demyelinating optic neuritis may be the first sign of multiple sclerosis (MS). Neuromyelitis optica, another systemic demyelinating disease, is characterized by bilateral optic neuritis in addition to demyelination of the spinal cord. Infectious etiologies of optic neuritis include, but are not limited to, sinusitis, cat-scratch fever, syphilis and Lyme disease. Non-infectious causes of optic neuritis include sarcoid, systemic lupus erythematosus and polyarteritis nodosa. Parainfectious causes of optic neuritis include immunizations and viral infections such as chickenpox, measles and rubella. Despite reduced visual acuity in the acute phase, most patients regain their prior visual acuity, even without treatment. Long-term complications of optic neuritis may include optic nerve atrophy, reduced visual acuity, decreased contrast sensitivity and reduced color vision.

This case report focuses on the etiology, clinical presentation and prognosis of optic neuritis in the pediatric population and specifically investigates a rare cause of papillitis — vaccines. This report also addresses the potential long-term sequelae of papillitis in children. This teaching case report would be appropriate for third- and fourth-year optometry students as well as optometric residents.

Case Description

Initial presentation to outside provider in 2004 (records were obtained with patient’s permission)
A healthy 12-year-old patient presented with a complaint of vision loss in his right eye upon awakening. Specifically he noticed that a portion of his face was obscured by blur when he looked in the mirror and that “everything had a red hue to it.” Associated symptoms included mild pain upon eye movement. He had noticed a headache, which was relieved with Tylenol, two days prior to the onset of vision loss. Visual acuity was 20/400 OD and 20/20 OS. His ocular history was notable for myopia. The patient was of normal weight; his medical history was remarkable for motion sickness. He had received vaccinations for hepatitis B and tetanus approximately four weeks earlier. Family history was positive for thyroid disease. Pupil evaluation revealed a 3+ RAPD in the right eye in association with a visual scotoma on visual field testing in the same eye; the left eye showed no visual field defect. A dilated fundus exam revealed optic nerves judged to be .2/.2 right eye and .3/.3 left eye with no apparent edema or pallor. The patient was referred to the emergency department for additional evaluation.

A head CT without contrast was obtained and the results were interpreted as normal. A T1/T2 weighted MRI of the brain, orbits, face and neck with and without contrast and fat saturation were obtained later that day, but no abnormalities were evident.
The patient was diagnosed with a complicated migraine following this visit. The assessment note stated: “The patient’s history and findings are most consistent with that of a migraine headache with a neurologic deficit related to the retina and/or optic nerve.” The patient was subsequently discharged and no treatment was prescribed.

Five days later, the patient was admitted to the hospital due to acute vision loss in his left eye. The patient noted slight pain on eye movement at this time in addition to the vision loss now present in both eyes. His visual acuity was finger counting OD and 20/400 OS. A 2+ RAPD OD was noted. Extraocular motility was full, but visual fields showed restriction in the superior field of the right eye with a full confrontation visual field in the left eye. The patient was dilated in the hospital and both nerves showed evidence of mild swelling in the absence of hemorrhages or exudates. Serology was obtained (Table 1). The diagnosis of bilateral optic neuritis secondary to hepatitis B vaccination was made at this time, and the patient began intravenous methylprednisolone 250 mg every six hours for three days. His vision gradually returned and was considered normal 12 days after he experienced his initial symptoms.

Present-day examination (2014)

The patient presented to the Midwestern University Eye Institute for a routine eye examination. He reported a history of optic neuritis secondary to hepatitis vaccination when he was 12. His ocular history was otherwise unremarkable. His corrected visual acuities were 20/15 OD, OS, and all other entrance testing was normal. No afferent pupillary defect was noted. Red cap testing was equivalent in each eye. Color vision was normal OD, OS with both D-15 and desaturated D-15 color tests. Contrast sensitivity testing was performed using the Pelli-Robson contrast sensitivity test and was assessed at 1.95 OD, OS. Intraocular pressures were 17 mmHg OD, OS. Upon dilation, his optic nerves appeared to have mild diffuse pallor and were suspicious for excavation. The C/D ratio was judged as .7/.7 OD, .65/.65 OS (Figures 1A and 1B). Retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thinning was present in all quadrants on OCT (Figure 2). Threshold visual field testing (Figures 3A and 3B) revealed non-specific diffuse loss.

Education Guidelines

Discussion points

1. What is the pathophysiology of optic neuropathy?
2. What are the two major anatomic classifications of optic neuritis?
3. What is the most common type of optic neuritis in adults?
4. What is the importance of myelin in axonal conduction relative to optic neuritis?
5. What are the characteristics of atypical optic neuritis?
6. What are causes of compressive optic neuropathy?
7. What are the differentials for acute unilateral vision loss in children?
8. What laboratory tests would be appropriate for a child presenting with a swollen optic nerve?
9. What are the differentials for optic nerve pallor in a young adult?
10. How do the two major presentations of optic neuritis differ anatomically?
11. What symptoms are most common in adults presenting with optic neuritis?
12. What symptoms are most common in children?
13. What are the most common causes of optic neuritis in an adult population?
14. What are the most common causes in a pediatric population?
15. What clinical tests can be utilized to confirm the diagnosis of optic neuritis?
16. What are appropriate treatment options for optic neuritis?
17. Are there any trials that provide strong evidence for specific treatments?
18. What were the inclusion criteria in these studies?
19. What are the long-term consequences of optic neuritis?
20. Can these consequences be prevented?

Learning objectives

1. Define optic neuropathy and list the major categories of optic neuropathy
2. Review the major causes of optic neuritis
   a. demyelinating
   b. infectious
   c. non-infectious
   d. parainfectious
3. Understand the anatomical variants of optic neuritis and review the four anatomical divisions of the optic nerve as it travels to the brain
   a. retrobulbar vs. papillitis
   b. intraocular
   c. intraorbital
   d. intracanalicular
   e. intracranial

4. Recognize the characteristics that make an optic neuritis atypical
   a. understand the implications of atypical optic neuritis

5. Discuss the most common symptoms associated with optic neuritis

6. Discuss the most common signs associated with optic neuritis
   a. identify clinical tests that aid in the diagnosis of optic neuritis

7. Identify the signs and symptoms necessary to make a clinical diagnosis of optic neuropathy
   a. presentation
   b. course of the illness

8. Identify the differences in optic neuritis presenting in adults and children in regard to the following
   a. symptoms
   b. ocular signs
   c. associated conditions/etiology
   d. natural history/prognosis

9. Understand the proper treatment for optic neuritis and when treatment should be utilized

10. Identify the long-term complications of optic neuritis

11. Develop the knowledge to counsel patients on the likely outcome of optic neuritis

Key concepts

1. Visual acuity is not the most sensitive measure of visual function in patients with optic neuritis; therefore, additional characteristics such as contrast sensitivity should be assessed.
2. The optic nerve head is more likely to be swollen in pediatric optic neuritis than in adult optic neuritis, and the presentation is often bilateral in children.
3. The most common etiology of pediatric papillitis is a preceding viral illness (parainfectious).
4. Optic neuritis has a favorable prognosis for complete visual recovery in children and is less likely to be predictive of MS than optic neuritis occurring in adults.
5. A patient with a history of pediatric optic neuritis should be followed for the development of optic atrophy and can be monitored with visual field testing and OCT.
6. Although most patients exhibit some degree of optic atrophy following optic neuritis, visual acuity is not always reduced.

Discussion

Differential diagnosis for optic neuropathies in children pertinent to this patient’s history

1. Complicated migraine

   The diagnosis of complicated migraine was the patient’s initial diagnosis, which was made in the ER. This diagnosis was likely made based on the patient’s symptoms and normal imaging. The treating physician may have been
referring to a retinal migraine or an ophthalmoplegic migraine. Retinal migraines can present with unilateral vision loss and visual field defects; the vision loss is typically transient (lasting less than one hour) and either precedes or presents concurrently with the headache. This diagnosis is inconsistent with the patient’s presentation as his headache preceded visual symptoms by two days. Retinal migraines are considered to be a diagnosis of exclusion, and at the initial presentation not all differentials had been ruled out. The term “complicated migraine” was historically used to describe an ophthalmoplegic migraine (a headache associated with oculomotor nerve palsies). This patient did present with an RAPD of the right eye, but did not demonstrate any other oculomotor deficit. Although this was the initial diagnosis made by the ER physician, given the patient’s presentation, it was not the most appropriate diagnosis.

2. Compressive optic neuropathy

Compressive optic neuropathy is due to a mechanical force acting on the nerve caused by a space-occupying lesion or enlarged extraocular muscles secondary to thyroid eye disease. This patient did not have thyroid eye disease evidenced by ocular examination and serological testing. He did have a strong family history of thyroid dysfunction, but he had never been diagnosed and the likelihood that his thyroid dysfunction could be advanced enough to cause compressive optic neuropathy yet evade detection is minimal. Neuro-imaging ruled out space-occupying lesions such as neuroblastomas and optic nerve gliomas.

3. Hereditary optic neuropathy

Leber hereditary optic neuropathy occurs due to mitochondrial DNA mutations. It often presents in the first or second decade of life, and is an important differential to rule out in a patient with bilateral optic neuritis. Typically there is disc hyperemia with blurred margins, and there may be dilated capillaries on the disc. The patient underwent genetic screening for Leber hereditary optic neuropathy, and his screening test was negative.

4. Optic neuritis

Pediatric optic neuritis is not a common condition; its incidence is less than 0.00005% annually. It is, however, an important condition to recognize and properly manage. Potentially life-threatening etiologies such as space-occupying lesions must be excluded initially with the use of neuro-imaging. A lumbar puncture with cerebrospinal fluid analysis can identify other serious etiologies of a swollen nerve, such as meningitis. This patient’s clinical findings of asymmetrically reduced visual acuity, an afferent pupillary defect, and the absence of a space-occupying intracranial lesion were indicative of bilateral papillitis. After excluding life-threatening diagnoses, the major categories of papillitis should be investigated: demyelinating, infectious, non-infectious and parainfectious.

a. Demyelinating

Demyelination may occur to the optic nerve sheath alone (isolated optic neuritis), or it may be a widespread, systemic phenomenon. Characteristic MRI findings of optic neuritis include foci of T2 bright signal, areas of enhancement within/surrounding the optic nerve, and possible optic nerve enlargement. Contrast-enhanced T1-weighted MR images have a high sensitivity for detecting acute optic neuritis and typically show enhancement of the inflamed portion of the optic nerve. Demyelinating optic neuritis neuro-imaging findings may be enhanced by the fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) pulse sequence. Optic neuritis may be the presenting sign of systemic disorders such as MS, acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (ADEM), or neuromyelitis optica (NMO). Although the AQP-4 serology test to rule out NMO was still in development at the time of the initial presentation of the patient in this case report, the patient had no systemic symptoms of spinal cord demyelination, which is necessary in the diagnosis of NMO. These disorders were ruled out by the aforementioned neuro-imaging; more advanced imaging of the spinal cord was likely not obtained due to the patient’s normal gait, unaffected motor coordination, and lack of other neurologic deficits. Despite the normal neuro-imaging, the patient may still be at heightened risk for future development of demyelinating disorders. The evidence is inconclusive regarding the long-term risk of such conditions following pediatric optic neuritis.

b. Infectious

*Bartonella henselae*, the gram-negative bacillus responsible for cat-scratch disease, is capable of causing neuroretinitis in children more often than adults. Neuroretinitis is characterized by a swollen optic nerve and retinal exudates. According to the patient’s records, no exudates or hemorrhages were noted within the retina, thus greatly reducing the likelihood of neuroretinitis. Sinus-related optic neuritis is another cause of infectious optic neuritis, but is usually associated with a severe headache and sphenoid-ethmoidal sinusitis; our patient had
neither of these findings. Syphilis may cause a unilateral or bilateral optic neuritis, but our patient was healthy and had no history of exposure to syphilis. Lyme disease, caused by the spirochete Borrelia burgdorferi, may cause optic nerve swelling. This patient had no history of a tick bite and his Lyme titer was negative.

c. Non-infectious

Papillitis or retrobulbar optic neuritis may occur in patients with sarcoid if the optic nerve is affected by granulomatous inflammation. Pain is often absent in this type of optic neuritis and a mild vitritis may be present. Sarcoïd was not a likely differential in our patient due to his age and health history. Optic neuritis may also be present in patients with vasculitis such as systemic lupus erythematosus and polyarteritis nodosa. An antinuclear antibody screen was negative, making it highly unlikely that this patient’s optic neuritis was the result of a systemic vasculitis.

d. Parainfectious

Many viral illnesses such as measles, mumps, infectious mononucleosis, pertussis and chicken pox may result in a subsequent optic neuritis. Vaccinations may also cause optic neuritis by initiating an immune response that may ultimately target the optic nerve. This patient was diagnosed with optic neuritis secondary to vaccinations, a parainfectious cause of optic neuritis. The patient had no other predisposing factors to optic neuritis other than the possible association with the hepatitis B or tetanus vaccine he had received four weeks earlier. It is also plausible that the patient’s optic neuritis was idiopathic, rather than induced by the vaccine, because temporal association does not always indicate causation.

Differential diagnosis for optic atrophy pertinent to present-day examination

When the patient was first examined at the Eye Institute in 2014, he was asymptomatic, but objective measures such as the dilated fundus examination and OCT revealed optic atrophy. His optic atrophy was secondary to his history of optic neuritis as child, but if his history had been unremarkable, the potential list of differentials would be relatively brief. Given his age, primary open-angle glaucoma or congenital glaucoma would be extremely rare. There were no signs of secondary glaucoma. A hereditary optic atrophy would fit with the patient’s optic nerve appearance, but it is not consistent with the patient’s excellent visual function and lack of symptoms.

Clinical tests

When a pediatric patient presents acutely with a swollen optic nerve head and decreased vision, an MRI and lumbar puncture are necessary in order to exclude the most prognostically detrimental conditions. The MRI can detect conditions such as optic nerve gliomas, hydrocephalus and other space-occupying lesions. The lumbar puncture is important for identifying elevated intracranial pressure, and it can also aid in the diagnosis of meningitis, encephalitis and leukemia.

This patient’s 2014 exam was more than a decade after his optic neuritis had resolved, and the most ominous threat to vision was the development of optic atrophy. The patient presented to the clinic long after any treatable condition had subsided, and he did receive the most appropriate treatment at the time of his acute optic neuritis. The patient’s visual acuity was 20/15 OD, OS which indicated that the optic atrophy, though anatomically detectable, had not yet affected visual function to a large degree. In patients with a history of optic neuritis, it has been well-documented that although acuity returns to original levels, contrast sensitivity is impaired. In this patient, contrast sensitivity (1.95) was found to be normal according to the Pelli-Robson test. No relative afferent pupillary defect, a finding that would be present in both acute optic neuritis and asymmetric optic atrophy, was noted. A red cap test revealed no significant difference between the two eyes, an expected finding because the optic neuritis was largely symmetrical. Color vision was normal in both eyes. Upon dilated examination, the optic nerves did appear atrophic (Figures 1A and 1B). The optic nerve atrophy was also seen on OCT, which did indicate RNFL loss in both eyes (Figure 2). A Humphrey visual field test was performed to examine the correlation. It showed minimal diffuse loss on the mean deviation and no diffuse loss on the pattern deviation, demonstrating that the patient did not have functional vision loss (Figures 3A and 3B).

Clinical decision-making

Decision-making in this case centered on four major questions.

1. How did the patient’s history relate to the exam findings?

   a. This patient presented with a history of one episode of optic neuritis 10 years prior. It was important to incorporate this known history with the ocular signs present during the exam, such as RNFL thinning and optic atrophy visible
funduscopically. Normally, any type of RNFL thinning would be unexpected in a 23-year-old and an immediate cause of concern, but in this situation the cause was evident from the history. Discovering the likely etiology of this episode was important in determining the patient’s prognosis. For example, if the optic neuritis was secondary to a viral illness, the long-term prognosis is excellent without any intervention. If the neuropathy was associated with toxicity or malnutrition, the prognosis is less favorable.

1. An appropriate question is why the neuro-imaging was normal if the patient was diagnosed with optic neuritis. The imaging was ordered by an emergency department physician with no note of the slice thickness. It is possible the slices were too thick to observe inflammation if optic neuritis was not specifically considered in the emergency department. The imaging report specifically refers to ruling out the presence of a mass, so the focus of imaging may have been on too large a scale for this patient. This demonstrates the need for the optometric physician to continue to be involved in the imaging process.

b. The OCT (Figure 2) indicated pronounced thinning in all quadrants in both eyes. While this is unsettling, the anatomical changes have not yet manifested as functional visual field loss. This OCT is consistent with the expected findings for a patient with a history of bilateral optic neuritis.\textsuperscript{11} Due to technological advances such as OCT, subtle anatomical structural changes are detectable before visual function declines.\textsuperscript{12} This phenomenon explains why the OCT indicates thinning, but the visual field remains relatively normal with excellent visual acuity. It is also possible that the optic nerve is more resilient in childhood when this patient’s papillitis occurred, so the damage was milder than expected. Multiple studies have found that visual acuity and visual fields remain unaffected until pronounced thinning of the RNFL occurs.\textsuperscript{13-14} Contrast sensitivity testing is considered a more sensitive method than traditional Snellen visual acuity measurement for detecting small declines in visual function.\textsuperscript{15} A small study of RNFL thickness in patients with a history of optic neuritis found that for every line of decrease of contrast sensitivity, the mean RNFL thickness decreased by four microns.\textsuperscript{16}

2. Are any threats to vision present?

a. The damage from the prior episode of optic neuritis was irreversible, but the patient should be carefully examined for any additional conditions that may pose a threat to vision. Initially the C/D ratio was judged as .2 OD/.3 OS without edema or pallor, but in the eyecare clinic, the nerves were assessed as .7 OD/.65 OS. Perhaps the difference between these two ratios was inter-observer variance, but it could also indicate that the nerve was swollen initially but it was missed because of the physiologically large C/D. Alternatively, RNFL rim thinning could have resulted from the initial presentation, but this is doubtful due to the largely intact visual field. When carefully examining the optic discs for edema, such as in this patient, it is important to assess the size of the optic nerve head. If the disc itself is small, the axons are crowded into a smaller space, mimicking edema. If the disc is large, the axons have a greater area to occupy, which could make the rim tissue appear thinned when it is not. This patient had true pallor secondary to his prior papillitis (evidenced by the OCT), but measuring the optic nerve head is a valuable exercise clinically because it gives a broader perspective on the health of the optic nerve. A recurrence of optic neuritis could certainly be considered a threat to vision due to its long-term effects on the optic nerve, but in this case recurrence is unlikely. It cannot be ruled out that the appearance of the optic nerve was due to some other pathological process, but this scenario is unlikely as Ockham’s razor proposes that the simplest explanation is often the most likely. Glaucoma could result in damage to the RNFL similar to that seen in this patient, but the likelihood of a healthy 23-year-old developing glaucoma with no other predisposing factors is very low. The most predictive signs of non-glaucomatous cupping are patient age less than 50 years and optic disc pallor in excess of cupping, which were consistent with the patient’s presentation.\textsuperscript{17,18} Other than continued RNFL loss with subsequent effects on the rim tissue of the optic nerve, no other threats to vision persist long-term in this patient.

3. Is there any treatable condition at this time?

a. The adage “treat the treatable” is applicable in this scenario. Optic atrophy is not treatable once the inciting agent has been removed. The argument could be made that this patient is more susceptible to any factor that might further damage the optic nerve, such as increased IOP, because the optic nerve is already compromised. It could be argued that treatment with ocular hypotensives should be initiated to protect the remaining RNFL, but the mechanism of damage has already been eliminated so there is no active process to treat. Treating a young, healthy, asymptomatic patient with mild optic atrophy with topical hypotensives for the rest of his life is an aggressive strategy that may provide no benefit to the patient. The patient’s IOP in the office was 17 mmHg OU. The benefits of lowering these normal pressures further is of questionable benefit. Pachymetry was not performed, but if this patient had thin corneas it could provide additional evidence to treat as thin corneas have been shown to be an independent risk
factor for the development of glaucoma per the Ocular Hypertension Treatment Study.¹⁹

4. How should the patient be managed moving forward?

   a. This patient is at a higher risk of developing MS due to his history of optic neuritis. He only had a single occurrence of optic neuritis, which followed the typical course, so his risk is likely lower than a patient who had suffered multiple bouts of optic neuritis. The patient would also likely have a higher risk for developing NMO if he had experienced multiple episodes of optic neuritis. NMO may cause an atypical optic neuritis that tends to affect contrast sensitivity more severely and result in greater thinning of the RNFL than a typical demyelinating optic neuritis.¹⁹

   b. As there is no condition to actively treat, the emphasis should be on patient education and appropriate follow-up. Close inspection of the optic nerve is important to potentially detect any additional pathology unrelated to the papillitis that may develop. It could be argued that annual exams are the only necessary follow-up. It is also reasonable to advocate performing a visual field test, RNFL OCT, and stereoscopic fundus photography annually to more carefully monitor the patient for the development of any co-morbidities (such as glaucoma development) that may require more aggressive treatment relative to a patient with no optic nerve damage.

Literature review

Vaccine-induced optic neuritis is not a common entity, and its existence may even be questionable as often there is only a correlation between the administration of a vaccine and optic neuritis rather than a proven causation. To establish causality, ideally there should be a dose-response association, reports of adverse effects at multiple locations, or a proposed biological mechanism by which the reaction could occur, in addition to a temporal association.²⁰ Reports of vaccine-induced optic neuritis usually include a presentation from days to four weeks following vaccination although there are some reports of optic neuritis up to six months following the influenza vaccine.³,²₀-²² The most common vaccine associations with optic neuritis are with the hepatitis B vaccine and the influenza vaccine.²¹ The first report of a demyelinating disorder associated with the hepatitis B vaccine was in 1983, at which time the hepatitis B vaccine was plasma-derived. The production of the hepatitis B vaccine was altered in 1987 when the recombinant form of the vaccine became available, and this is the vaccine type the patient in this case would have received. Recombinant vaccines are produced by inserting genes for a specific antigen into a suitable vector, which is commonly a virus with a low virulence. The benefit to a recombinant vaccine is the low risk of adverse events. Hepatitis B is currently the only recombinant vaccine widely available. The use of adjuvants could also be the mechanism by which vaccines generate immune-related disorders, but one of the most implicated adjuvants, thimerosal, has now been effectively eliminated from childhood vaccines as the maximum allowable concentration is 0.00002%.²³

Although the evidence is far from conclusive, it is possible that if optic neuritis is indeed an uncommon adverse effect associated with vaccines, it likely only occurs in genetically susceptible individuals. Specifically HLA-DRB1 and HLA-DQB1 have been implicated in these cases.²⁵ One large study conducted by Payne et al. refuted the association of several vaccines with optic neuritis. This matched case-control study involving 1,131 cases of optic neuritis found no statistically significant difference between optic neuritis and the following vaccines: anthrax, smallpox, hepatitis B or influenza.²¹

Pathophysiology

The optic nerve is divided into four anatomical sections as it travels posteriorly: intraocular, intraorbital, intracanalicular and intracranial. The intraocular portion of the optic nerve is affected in papillitis as optic nerve head swelling is visible with funduscopic evaluation. In retobulbar optic neuritis, the intraocular portion of the nerve is spared, but the posterior myelinated segments are affected.

As the most common cause for a swollen nerve in children is a preceding viral infection, it seems reasonable that vaccines can also cause the same condition by stimulating the immune system. Although the exact mechanism is unknown, it is believed that the peripheral activation of T-cells may cross the blood-brain barrier, resulting in a delayed type 4 hypersensitivity reaction. The myelin surrounding the optic nerve is damaged by this reaction, and eventually the axon may also be compromised — damage that is evident on OCT.²⁶ Predictably, optic atrophy is quite common in pediatric optic neuritis, with up to 89% of patients showing evidence of atrophy.²⁷ Interestingly, in the pediatric population the degree of optic atrophy does not always strongly correlate with the level of visual acuity loss.²⁸

Presentation

Optic neuritis in adults usually presents with unilaterally reduced vision, an APD on the affected side and a normal-
appearing optic nerve head. In the Optic Neuritis Treatment Trial (ONTT), which enrolled 457 adult patients, the most common symptoms of optic neuritis were vision loss and eye pain. In this trial, the median visual acuity in the affected eye was 20/60 but ranged from 20/20 to light perception. Photopsias and reduced color vision were present in 30% and 88% of patients in the ONTT, respectively. Vision loss initially progressed but began improving after two weeks.

This differs from the classic presentation of optic neuritis in children, which is bilaterally reduced vision with swollen optic nerve heads. A small study found that 66% of optic neuritis was bilateral in children, and 64% had a swollen optic nerve head, while only 1/3 of adults present with a swollen optic nerve head. Initial visual acuity is more often profoundly depressed in children than in adults. Although rare, optic neuritis is more likely to be a neuro-retinitis in children than in adults in which the optic nerve head edema is accompanied by retinal exudates and/or retinal hemorrhages. A headache is usually associated with pediatric optic neuritis, another distinction from the most common presentation of optic neuritis in adults.

Treatment

No large-scale clinical trial has focused on optic neuritis in the pediatric population; therefore, evidence is largely limited to case reports, case studies or cohort studies. The ONTT provides strong evidence regarding the treatment of optic neuritis in adults, but unfortunately this evidence may not extrapolate to children because no pediatric patients were included. Some small trials have indicated that a conservative approach of no treatment is best in pediatric cases, but others have found a benefit to intravenous methylprednisolone. If involvement is bilateral and visual acuity is dramatically reduced, treatment is more likely to be beneficial.

Although there is a lack of strong evidence advocating for treatment of optic neuritis in children, treatment with intravenous methylprednisolone for three to five days is a common treatment. A course of oral steroids with taper is often prescribed following the IV administration to reduce the likelihood of recurrence. The treatment itself is the same in adults and children, but in children the duration of treatment is typically longer with a slower taper. This treatment is somewhat controversial because optic neuritis is largely self-limiting, but steroids are more likely to be prescribed in bilateral cases with severe visual reduction.

Prognosis

The prognosis in cases of pediatric optic neuritis is quite favorable. In general, pediatric patients tend to recover the majority of their vision in weeks and often have no lingering symptoms even though imaging can detect lasting damage from the period of inflammation. In a study by Jo et al, 80% of patients recovered 20/40 vision or better over an average of 2.30 months. The average final acuity in this study was 20/25. One study suggested that unilateral involvement is associated with a better visual prognosis than bilateral involvement. In a long-term follow-up study of 39 children with optic neuritis, 77% had no additional episodes of optic neuritis and only six patients (15%) developed MS. In this same study, a surprising 55% of patients had a normal visual evoked potential despite a prior episode of optic neuritis. This finding may indicate that the optic nerve is more resilient in childhood than adulthood. As in adults, optic neuritis may be the first sign of MS, but the association is much weaker. Although the likelihood of developing MS following a single episode of optic neuritis approaches 40% in adults, in children the statistics are less reliable due to the lack of large-scale clinical trials. A meta-analysis found that 29% of children with isolated optic neuritis developed MS, but the range in children has been reported to be as low as 4% and as high as 43%. In a small study of 15 patients with optic neuritis, unilateral involvement and older age at presentation conferred a higher risk of developing MS. These findings, however, are in conflict with a larger study that included 36 patients and found those with bilateral involvement were more likely to develop MS and that age of presentation was not predictive of MS risk. Even though the exact risk of MS in these pediatric patients is unknown, it is important to obtain an MRI of the brain to rule out any white matter lesions. Normal neuro-imaging at the time of optic neuritis seems to be indicative of a reduced risk of MS. One study found that no pediatric patients developed MS who had normal neuro-imaging initially.

The most common clinical findings after an acute episode of optic neuritis are optic atrophy, decreased color vision and altered pupillary cycling. A patient’s visual acuity may return to normal, but he or she may still perceive a subjective difference in quality of vision between the two eyes. Tests such as contrast sensitivity and color vision can help detect this subtle deficit in visual function of the affected eye.
Optic neuritis can have a variety of presentations and etiologies, but its hallmark is inflammation of the optic nerve. In this case report, a parainfectious etiology related to vaccinations was most likely responsible for the patient’s bilateral papillitis in childhood. Optic neuritis should be treated properly in its acute phase, and then patients should be monitored long-term for the development of optic atrophy and systemic demyelinating diseases such as MS and NMO.
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HYPEROPIA AND PRESBYOPIA: A TEACHING CASE REPORT

Abstract

This case report demonstrates the importance of doctor-patient communication. This patient, a fairly straightforward hyperopic presbyope, had a lot of anxiety about his symptoms and was very worried that he might have a dreadful disease, perhaps a brain tumor. The patient needed a supportive environment to express his concerns and empathetic clinicians to calm him down. Early in their training, students have difficulty focusing on patient communication because they are so concerned with gathering accurate data. Discussions about patients like the one presented here give the students opportunities to practice good patient communication skills.

Key Words: hyperopia, presbyopia, determining adds, OTC glasses, patient communication

Background

Presbyopia is an age-related refractive condition that results from the normal decrease in amplitude of accommodation necessitating a prescription of plus for near vision. Presbyopia is a common condition in patients over age 40 that most optometrists in practice encounter daily. The techniques for determining the appropriate near prescription for a presbyope are described in many optometric textbooks as well as in the American Optometric Association’s Clinical Practice Guideline on Care of the Patient with Presbyopia. Because optometry students typically practice on each other until they are assigned to clinic, they may fear that examining a presbyope will be very difficult when in fact the examination process is quite straightforward. One of the more difficult parts of the care of the presbyope is tailoring patient management to each individual patient’s needs and helping the patient to understand the changes in vision. Patient management can be challenging and takes good listening skills, experience, patience and finesse. While presbyopia is a normal consequence of aging and occurs in everyone sometime after age 40, many patients are surprised by its onset. This case illustrates the process of determining the prescription for the presbyope as well as the importance of giving the patient the empathy, care and support he needs as he begins to need near glasses and continues to see his vision and his correction changing. The case is appropriate for first-year students or for students who are just starting their clinical training. This case can also be used for third- or fourth-year students to review and reinforce the principles and techniques used in caring for presbyopic patients.

Student Discussion Guide

Case description

BD, a restaurant maître d’ and personal trainer, presented for an eye exam at age 52 complaining of blur at near both with and without the over-the-counter (OTC) readers he had been using for five or six years. He reported good vision at distance except for some difficulty driving at night. BD had never had an eye exam and he was very concerned that his vision might be deteriorating due to an underlying issue with his health. BD reported his general health as good. He had been taking 10 mg of lisinopril daily for hypertension for 20 years. His blood pressure had last been checked three months before his eye exam. He also reported seasonal allergies, and he was taking Flonase for nasal congestion as needed. He had no allergies to medications. Further personal and family history was unremarkable.

- Visual acuity at distance without correction
  OD 20/25
  OS 20/80 PH 20/40

- Visual acuity at near without correction
  OD 20/80
  OS 20/120

- Entrance tests (color vision, cover test, Randot 2, NPC, EOMs, pupils, screening visual fields) normal

- Retinoscopy
  OD +1.50
OS +2.50

• Distance subjective refraction
  OD +1.00 20/20
  OS +2.00 20/20

• NRA/PRA through a tentative add of +2.00 (tentative add based on the patient’s age)
  +1.50/-1.50

The distance subjective refraction was trial framed, and BD noted that things looked clear and comfortable at distance looking not only at the Snellen chart but also down the hall from the clinic and out the window at cars in the parking lot. The add of +2.00 (net near Rx was OD +3.00 and OS +4.00) was trial framed over the distance Rx, and BD found that his vision was much improved from his OTC readers of +2.00. BD’s range of clear vision through the trial-framed add was 10” - 20”. In the initial case history, BD did not inform the clinician about his OTC glasses. It was not until BD became comfortable with the clinician that he reported that he had been using readers for several years. Because they were not prescribed, he did not think of his readers as “glasses” and he was somewhat embarrassed to admit to using them. BD said, “Oh, these are not glasses, they just magnify things so I can see them.”

BD’s Goldmann tonometry readings were OD 14 mmHg and OS 14 mmHg at 2:10 p.m. He was dilated with one drop of 1% tropicamide and one drop of 2.5% phenylephrine in each eye. The dilated fundus exam with the binocular indirect ophthalmoscope and 78D lens and slit lamp was normal.

Progressive addition lenses with an Rx of OD +1.00 OS +2.00 Add +2.00 were recommended. BD was also told that although he primarily needed glasses for near work, the prescription given would also be useful for distance, especially for driving at night. He was advised that he could use the glasses for near and still see clearly at distance. As an alternative, he could wear them full-time. For his job as a maître d’, wearing the glasses all the time would be most practical. For his job as a personal trainer, he might prefer to put the glasses on only for near tasks. BD was instructed to return for a comprehensive exam in one year.

The patient education for BD included a description of presbyopia as a normal change in vision due to age and that his eye exam did not reveal any evidence of ocular or systemic disease. BD was also told that it was expected that he would need to wear his glasses more frequently as he continued to age and that it was expected that the prescription would need to be changed over time. As he was leaving the clinic, BD expressed his appreciation for the demonstration of his new prescription and for the explanation of presbyopia. He was told to call if he had any questions about his eyes, his vision or his glasses.

About a week after he received his glasses, BD called and said, “You’ve ruined my life!” He went on to explain that he thought his apartment was clean but now that he had glasses, he could see that it was not and he had a lot to do to clean it up. He said he had thought he was functioning fine with just his OTC readers, and now he was finding himself wearing the progressive addition lenses almost all the time. He found that he liked clear, comfortable vision much more than blurry vision. He again expressed appreciation for his improved vision and said he looked forward to his next exam.

Despite reminders by mail and phone, BD did not return for an examination for three years. He made several appointments over those years but canceled because he was too busy at his two jobs. When he finally made an appointment that he kept, he was very agitated because he could no longer see to read even wearing his glasses. He was again worried that his visual symptoms might mean that he had a terrible disease, perhaps even a brain tumor. BD also reported that he was having a difficult time at his job as a maître d’ because he could not see the menus or read the list of specials. He reported that his boss had threatened to fire him if his vision could not be improved.

BD’s medical history was unchanged from his previous visit. He was still taking 10 mg of lisinopril daily for high blood pressure. He reported that his last physical exam was one month previous and his doctor found no problems with his health but recommended that he have an eye examination.

• Visual acuity at distance with correction (OD +1.00 OS +2.00, add +2.00)
  OD 20/200 PH 20/40
  OS 20/60 PH 20/30
  OU 20/70

• Visual acuity at near through the add
  OD 20/120
  OS 20/120
OU 20/120

- Entrance tests (color vision, EOMs, Pupils, screening visual fields)
  normal

- Retinoscopy
  OD +1.50
  OS +2.00

- Distance subjective refraction
  OD +3.00 20/20
  OS +3.25 20/20

- NRA/PRA through a tentative add of +2.75 over the distance subjective (add chosen based on the patient’s near visual acuity through his old glasses)
  +1.00/-1.00

The distance subjective refraction was trial framed, and BD noted that things looked clear and comfortable at distance, but he preferred +0.50 less in his left eye. He reported that his vision was much improved from his previous glasses. An add of +2.50 and an add of +2.75 were trial framed over the adjusted distance Rx. BD preferred the add of +2.75. He also reported that the new prescription improved his vision greatly at near compared to his previous Rx. His range of 11” to 18” was adequate for his visual needs. An Rx of OD +3.00 and OS +2.75 with an add of +2.75 was recommended. See Table 1 for a summary of the refractive data for BD’s two examinations.

Goldmann tonometry was OD 12 mmHg, OS 12 mmHg. The patient was again dilated with one drop of 1.0% tropicamide and one drop of 2.5% phenylephrine in each eye. The dilated fundus exam was normal.

Although BD could see that his vision was improved to 20/20 in each eye at both distance and near, he expressed that he was very concerned with the large change in his vision and his prescription over a period of three years. He asked again if this was due to a disease and was reassured that it was a normal change. He was also advised that he could expect continued changes in his prescription in the years to come. He asked if his vision would change so much that glasses strong enough to correct his vision would not be available. BD was reassured that glasses would be available for him. He was advised to return for a comprehensive examination in one year.

Educational Guidelines

Key concepts
1. Correlation of visual acuity at distance and near to refractive findings
2. Natural history of hyperopia
3. Natural history of presbyopia
4. Testing used to determine a prescription for a hyperopic presbyope
5. The importance of patient education, especially for adults with their first prescription
6. The importance of empathizing with patients about their vision problems
Learning objectives

1. To identify and list the signs and symptoms of hyperopia and presbyopia
2. To be able to correlate symptoms with refractive findings
3. To describe the epidemiology of presbyopia
4. To describe the expected course of changes in hyperopia in adults and in presbyopia
5. To be able to describe the difference between an add and a near prescription
6. To be able to elicit an individual patient’s concerns about vision and respond to them appropriately

Discussion questions

A. Knowledge, Concepts, Facts, Information Required for Review of the Case:
1. Describe the signs and symptoms of hyperopia and how it manifests and changes as patients age
2. Describe the signs and symptoms of presbyopia
3. Describe the testing that is done to determine the appropriate prescription for a hyperopic presbyope
4. Describe the natural history of hyperopia
5. Describe the etiology and demographics of presbyopia
6. Describe the impact of a normal age-related reduction in amplitude of accommodation on visual acuity at distance and near for a hyperopic presbyope
7. Discuss the development of refractive amblyopia in anisometropic hyperopes who are uncorrected before the age of 6-8
8. Describe the options for correcting hyperopic presbyopia
9. Discuss the impact of hyperopic presbyopia on a patient’s life
10. Discuss the various reactions of patients to the diagnosis and treatment of hyperopic presbyopia, including surprise, anxiety, anger, relief, etc., and how to deal with these reactions
11. Discuss the most common ocular and systemic diseases that should be screened for in the presbyopic population

B. Generating Questions, Hypothesis and Diagnosis:
1. What tests were used to diagnose hyperopic presbyopia?
2. What was the differential diagnosis for the patient’s symptoms and how were the other hypotheses ruled out?

C. Management:
1. What are the options for treating hyperopic presbyopia?
2. What is the best option for this patient?
3. How do the patient’s jobs influence the recommendations for the best option for this patient and for the recommendations for wearing his prescription?
4. What patient education should be given to all hyperopic presbyopes?
5. Discuss this patient’s reaction to his symptoms and how it affects the patient education given and the communication with the patient throughout the examination.

Discussion Points
Before these examination results can be discussed, students should have basic knowledge about presbyopia: definition; epidemiology; etiology; onset and progression; procedures for testing, including methods for determining a tentative add; NRA/PRA, measuring the range and trial framing the prescription; optical options for correcting presbyopia; ocular and systemic health issues prevalent in the presbyopic population; and patient communication with presbyopes. Students may learn this information through lectures, readings, online resources or a combination of these learning methods. In addition, students should have a lab and practice the techniques used for determining a presbyopic prescription. If the students are testing each other in lab, the student serving as a patient can be cyclopleged with 1% tropicamide to simulate presbyopia.

Students can be given cases to review, such as those in Kurtz’s chapter in Brookman (1994),10 Ettinger and Rouse (1997)11 and Werner and Press (2002).4 Although these cases will be somewhat similar to the case presented here, repetition is a tried and true learning method that helps students to master material. A faculty member, teaching assistant or student can lead a discussion of this case either in a large classroom setting or in a small group. Students should be given all of the history, clinical data and patient education from both visits to review before the case discussion. Students should be encouraged to write questions they have about the case along with a list of topics they would like to discuss.

The discussion can start with an analysis of the patient history. Given BD’s age and complaints, what do they expect to find during the examination? Because BD never had an eye examination before age 52, he is likely to be emmetropic or hyperopic. It is also likely that he has been presbyopic for several years. The epidemiology, etiology, onset and progression of presbyopia can also be discussed when analyzing the case history. When would BD have been first expected to have symptoms of presbyopia? How did he manage to be 52 before needing an eye exam? Is this common? Were his OTC glasses of +2.00 that he wore since approximately age 46 a large add for that age? How did his refractive error contribute to the prescription of plus that he needed for near? Review the difference between a near prescription and an add with the students. For BD, +2.00 OTC readers were most likely a partial correction of his hyperopia with an add. Patients in their 40s usually need a first add of +0.75 or +1.00, so BD’s glasses of +2.00 were likely to be +1.00 or +1.25 to correct hyperopia with an add of +1.00 or +0.75. When a patient is wearing +2.00 for near in his 40s, hyperopia is the expected refractive error.

Symptoms of presbyopia generally first occur in patients age 40 to 45.12 Many patients cope with the symptoms of blur at near by increasing light or moving reading material further away to decrease the demand on their accommodation. Often patients will resort to OTC plus lenses as a solution to their problem. As the amplitude of accommodation continues to decrease and patients notice the solutions are no longer working, they finally have an eye exam. Although optometrists are expecting to find presbyopia in their patients after age 40, Walline, Zadnik and Mutti13 (1996) found that more than half of the patients surveyed did not know the definition of presbyopia or how it would affect them in their activities of daily living.

BD did not reveal he was using OTC reading glasses until after the refraction. He was somewhat embarrassed by this. Discuss the patient’s perception that OTC readers are not “real glasses.” Is this a common perception? Would it be possible to elicit this information earlier in the exam or during the case history? Perhaps a question such as “What do you do when you are having trouble with close work to make it easier to see? Do you use more light, hold things further away or use glasses from the drugstore?” would help the patient to realize that some of the attempted solutions are not unusual.

Patient communication is obviously important in every patient encounter and, as Ettinger (1994) says, is “the core of good clinical care.”14 Students need to learn to make the patient the most important person in the room during the exam. They also need to develop good listening skills and empathy to let the patient fully express his or her concerns. In this case, BD had an extroverted personality and was fairly comfortable talking with the clinicians. He did, however, show anxiety about his “deteriorating vision” at both exams. Although presbyopia is inevitable, most patients do not know that fact and many are surprised and upset by the symptoms of presbyopia and what they mean.12 Discuss how to alleviate the patient’s concerns. What tests were done as part of this exam to rule out health problems as a cause for the patient’s symptoms? What else could have been said as part of the patient education that might have helped BD? Discuss the use of written materials for patients that explain common eye conditions.

Lloyd and Bor (2004)15 report that the goals of patient education include helping patients understand their conditions, reducing their anxiety and enlist ing their cooperation in the management of the problem. BD’s follow-up call the week after he received his glasses seemed to demonstrate that he understood the problem at that time and could even laugh about it. Despite that, he had developed a lot of anxiety by the time of his second appointment three years later. Some of his anxiety was no doubt due to his hectic work schedule. At his second visit, he was obviously very relieved when he saw his vision improved to 20/20 at both distance and near with a change in prescription.
Is there anything in the initial case history that points to the possibility of an ocular or systemic health problem? What are the common health issues that should be screened for in a 52-year-old patient? Cataracts, glaucoma, high blood pressure and diabetes are most common in this age group and are screened for in every adult examination. Macular edema, thyroid abnormalities and orbital masses can cause refractive changes and should be considered when there are changes in visual acuity, color vision or refractive error. For BD, specific discussion of what testing was done and how it ruled out ocular and systemic disease would help to reassure him about his health. Werner and Werner (1979) emphasize the importance of showing sensitivity to the entire patient and not just his or her eyes. Many patients view presbyopia as another sign of aging, but don’t know that the amplitude of accommodation diminishes for many years before reading glasses are needed. It is often helpful to let patients know this.

Review the exam data. Is the uncorrected visual acuity at distance and near correlated with the subjective refraction and add findings? Based on the patient’s age, what add is expected? How does the distance refraction affect the add?

The hyperopic patient’s distance visual acuity without correction is related to the amount of hyperopia and the patient’s amplitude of accommodation. Patients are usually comfortable if they are using no more than half of their accommodation. During visual acuity measurement, a patient is able to use all of his accommodation to read a line of letters because it only takes a few seconds. In this case, BD at age 52 would be expected to have an amplitude of accommodation of 2.0 D according to Hofstetter’s formula: Amplitude of Accommodation = 15 – 0.25 X age. At his first visit, his distance uncorrected visual acuity was 20/25 in the right eye and 20/120 in the left eye. The subjective refraction showed +1.00 in the right eye and +2.00 in the left eye. Uncorrected distance visual acuity in hyperopes is not always as predictive of the refractive error as it is in myopes.

The initial refraction revealed a difference in hyperopia between the two eyes. Refractive amblyopia is not a concern for this patient since BD’s vision is correctable to 20/20 in each eye and he is well past the age of 6 to 8 when the development of amblyopia is a concern. However, if his vision was decreased in the eye with the higher hyperopia amblyopia versus pathology would have to be investigated.

The natural history of hyperopia is that it becomes more manifest as the patient ages, and the ability to compensate for it decreases with the normal decrease in amplitude of accommodation. Because BD had his first eye exam at age 52, there is no previous data to show how hyperopic he was at an earlier age. With many patients, the full amount of hyperopia is not known unless the patient has been cyclopleged or until the patient is presbyopic. Cycloplegic refraction is not indicated in a patient with an expected amplitude of accommodation of 2.0 D.

Discuss the options for correcting presbyopia. Why were progressive addition lenses recommended for BD? Does he need to wear them full-time? Is he likely to wear them full-time at this point? Given that his distance vision without correction was 20/25 at his first visit, it is unlikely that he will start wearing progressive addition lenses full-time. Because he has managed to function with OTC readers for several years, he will be quite likely to use his PALs in the same manner. Discuss how his jobs will determine his visual needs and his use of glasses. Many presbyopes wear contact lenses, which can be considered in the future for BD.

The assessment of the learning objectives can occur in several ways. In a clinical exam setting, the psychomotor skills could be tested. Students could be tested on refraction, near add determination, correlation of symptoms to refractive error and determination of the final near prescription for a presbyopic patient or a patient who has a simulated presbyopia. Assessing students’ knowledge about symptoms, epidemiology and expected changes could be accomplished using role playing. This would also be helpful in evaluating a student’s ability to elicit and address a patient’s concerns about changes in vision.

Conclusion

BD’s case of hyperopic presbyopia is similar to many cases that students will see in their careers as optometrists. Early in their training, the testing process and the decision on prescribing seems somewhat mysterious to students, partly because it is so beyond their own visual experience. BD’s case is more interesting than a routine case of presbyopia because of his reaction to his symptoms, both at his first and second visit. Every patient needs the full attention of his clinician to his concerns, and students need guidance in learning how to establish an atmosphere in which patients feel comfortable expressing their problems. Case discussions like this, along with experience in clinical patient care, will help students to become competent clinicians.
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TEACHING OPTOMETRY STUDENTS HOW TO STUDY ACTIVELY

Students enter optometry college with varying undergraduate backgrounds and a wide variety of study skills. They are eager to learn but are not always prepared to learn for mastery: the deeper understanding of material that can be recalled and applied later to clinical situations. In optometry college, cramming for exams and/or trying to memorize everything just does not work. In a study of first-year optometry students, McGinley, Carlson and Hoppe\(^1\) (2008) found the study skills students reported using in undergraduate college would be inadequate for the volume and intensity of work that would be expected of doctoral level students in their didactic program. In a follow-up study, McGinley and Carlson\(^2\) (2010) found that over the course of the first year in their professional program, a significant number of students improved their time management skills and their consistency in studying and decreased cramming.

First-year optometry students spend approximately 30 hours per week in lecture, labs, seminar and clinical activities. Students take seven or more courses during their first semester, a larger load of courses than most of them had as undergraduates. Furthermore, all courses are important, and none can be largely ignored successfully. Time management becomes crucial when so much time has already been committed to the academic schedule. Students must learn how to study efficiently, continue to take care of their health with good nutrition and exercise, and have some fun. Faculty can help students who need to improve their study skills through individual meetings or group presentations and discussions. This Educator’s Podium explores study methods that have been successfully used by students in health professions programs and makes recommendations for faculty and students for the didactic portion of their programs.

What Can Be Learned from the Literature?

The journal Optometric Education published only three articles related to study skills for optometry students in the past five years.\(^3\)-\(^5\) Yet optometric educators know that many of their students need help. As soon as the first midterm exams are over, there are always students wanting to know why they have done so poorly when they have put so much time and effort into preparing. A discussion with these students often reveals that they have only studied for two to three nights before the exam rather than throughout the term; their study method is to re-read their course handouts or notes several times; they have not done the required reading or the recommended reading; and have not studied with anyone else in their class. These students clearly need to learn to study differently. They need to be more actively engaged with the material they are learning in order to truly master it. While memorization has a place in optometry college, deeper learning or mastery is also needed to be able to recall information later and apply it to patient care.

In the 1990s, Bonwell and Eisen\(^6\) promoted active learning techniques for the classroom and for studying. Active learning helps students to analyze, synthesize and evaluate course material and leads to longer retention of information to use later in clinical situations. Re-reading course notes or trying to memorize everything in the course is very passive and does not promote long-term retention of material.

Freeman, Eddy, McDonogh, Smith et al.\(^7\) (2014) reviewed 225 studies comparing traditional lecture to active learning activities and found that student performance improved an average of 6% if they were engaged in active learning activities rather than just passively listening to lectures. Students who did not participate in active learning were 1.5 times more likely to fail the course they were taking.

Prince\(^8\) (2004) looked at the effectiveness of active learning among engineering students. He found that students remember more content if some active learning activities are introduced in lecture and if they engage in collaborative and cooperative learning. One strategy he recommends is having the lecturer pause for a few minutes during class while students work with each other to make a brief summary in their own words to clarify their notes on the presentation. This has been shown to improve student long-term retention of basic concepts. Prince also reports on studies done by Johnson, Johnson and Smith\(^9\),\(^10\) (1998) that show that academic achievement and self-esteem improved among students who worked collaboratively with one another.

Active Study Skills

While few articles have been written for optometry students about study skills, many papers and websites can be found for college students in general and for medical students and other health professions students. These articles, including those written by community college faculty, can be very useful for teaching optometry. Heller and Marchant\(^11\) (2015) recommend a structured, content-learning approach in their introductory psychology course that resulted in the students in the intervention group performing significantly better on three exams and achieving higher course grades for the semester. Heys and Wawrzynski\(^12\) (2013) presented results of a study that showed that male students who are peer educators show...
significant growth not only in the content area they are teaching but also in interpersonal skills, awareness of diversity and communication skills. This supports the report by Prince on cooperative and collaborative work among students. McDaniel\(^\text{13}\) (2014) presents a list of five do’s and don’ts to promote critical thinking rather than just teaching to the test. These papers, and many others, can help faculty to teach students efficient ways of learning.

Bonwell and Eisen\(^\text{14}\) (1991) recommend techniques to use in the classroom setting to actively engage students in discussion and in learning the material during class. Active learning can be done in or out of class, by individual students or by a group of students, and either orally or in writing. Active learning promotes the deeper type of learning needed by healthcare students. Re-reading notes many times, a strategy that may have worked for undergraduates, does not engage students fully enough to help them to master the material.

Much of the information on how to study in medical school emphasizes active study skills. Some of the information is in journal articles and some on websites, frequently from the student services offices at medical schools. For example, in her article “How to Drink from a Fire-hose without Drowning,” Apperson\(^\text{15}\) describes the problem with studying that medical students face as similar to that of optometry students: a large volume of material that must be mastered with less available study time than they had as undergraduates. She recommends active study techniques including knowing the big picture by scanning notes and/or PowerPoint presentations before class, organizing information by annotating class notes right after class, memorizing what is necessary and frequently reviewing it, and trying to apply information to more complex clinical situations through quizzes and practice problems. Jacobs\(^\text{16}\) (2014) gives the same list as Apperson but for pharmacy students.

Augustin\(^\text{17}\) (2014) recommends repetition of information that must be memorized. In addition, testing the material on several different occasions helps students to retain the information. Feedback given after each testing session shows the students what to focus on to improve quiz or test scores for the next time and leads to longer retention. Active recall such as writing what has been learned rather than passively re-reading it also improves long-term retention. Quizzes given before information has been presented in lecture helps students focus on what they need to learn and aids in retention of concepts. Augustin reported on an experiment by Storm, Bjork and Storm\(^\text{18}\) (2010) that showed students who spaced their study at differing intervals retained more than students who studied the same material on a fixed interval schedule.

The website for the Academic Skills Center at Dartmouth College\(^\text{19}\) lists the following for improving concentration, memory and motivation: study in chunks, study in daylight hours, study actively, and find the right place to study. The site also includes handouts, videos and links to other websites on how to study. The handout on How to Study Actively recommends reading before going to class, attending class, asking questions, reviewing notes right after class, outlining major topics, asking yourself questions, reading the text, doing homework and reviewing and integrating the material.

Petersen of The Albert Einstein College of Medicine\(^\text{20}\) (2012) reported that nine out of 10 students find that working with other students improves their understanding and their exam scores. Working with a group helps a student figure out what he knows and what he does not know. Petersen recommends groups of three to four students with one serving as a monitor at each meeting of the group. The group should agree on the amount of time they will meet and what will be covered at the study session. Students should prepare for the session by bringing a list of key points to be covered and a list of their own areas of confusion. Students can teach each other and learn from each other through oral quizzes at group study. Study groups help students know what material they know well and what they need to work on. Being part of a study group also decreases procrastination: The student has to be prepared to work with others before the group meets.

The social media site KevinMD.com\(^\text{21}\) (2012) gives the following advice to new medical students: cramming is bad; avoid study groups; focus, dammit; don’t get down on yourself; learn what medicine is all about. While “avoid study groups” is in contrast to the advice from Dr. Petersen at Einstein Medical College, there is no one study method that will work for all students. “Cramming is bad” is a more direct way of saying that health professionals must learn for mastery and be able to recall information and apply it to patient care.

In his editorial “What Makes a Good Teacher? Lessons from Teaching Medical Students,” Markert\(^\text{22}\) (2001) says, “Learning is seen not as the storage of information but as the continuous process of filtering new knowledge through the structures we have developed from prior learning and
experience.” We need to help our students with study skills that will set them up for the lifelong learning that is needed in health care in the 21st century and give them ways to attach new information to previously learned information to make it easier for them to remember. Active learning techniques foster this.

Brown, Roediger and McDaniel (2014) state, “Elaboration is the process of giving new material meaning by expressing it in your own words and connecting it with what you already know. The more you can explain about the way your new learning relates to your prior knowledge, the stronger your grasp of the new learning will be and the more connections you create that will help you remember it later.” Students can do this by summarizing what they know about a topic during their group study sessions and when they condense their notes for later review and study.

“See one, Do one, Teach one,” is a popular learning strategy in medical education. The student observes what he will be doing, then does it with an expert watching and providing feedback. Finally, the student, in his own words, teaches what he has learned to another student. This strategy encourages active learning and helps the student to self-reflect on what he has learned. Simulations and web-based learning have replaced this strategy to some extent, especially for learning techniques that might be invasive or harmful to the patient. However, the basic principles in this learning method are sound and still useful.

Active Teaching of Active Learning

Although optometry students are college graduates when they start optometry college, they are not always prepared for the volume, intensity and long-term retention that is needed to study optometry successfully. Faculty need to help students acquire study skills along with acquiring new knowledge. Table 1 shows a summary of many of the active study techniques that were presented in this Educator’s Podium and can be given to first-year optometry students during orientation to help them hit the ground running and “not drown while trying to drink from a fire-hose.” Even the well-prepared students can benefit from learning new ways to study and make their studying more efficient. Students who are not doing as well as they expected can benefit from changing their study habits to more active techniques because studying in the same way they have been is likely to result in the same disappointing outcome.

Students also need to be reminded that they have to take care of themselves and remain healthy to maximize their learning. They need to eat three nutritious meals per day and maintain an exercise program to help reduce stress. Meditation is also a great stress reliever. YouTube contains numerous sites for both long and short meditation sessions. The sites for “Mandala Meditation” have soothing music, great kaleidoscope graphics, generally play for less than 10 minutes and are very appealing to students, even those who have never meditated before. Students who meditate every day and also right before an exam generally have less stress than those who do not.

Finally, students need to enjoy their experiences at optometry college. They need to be involved in both social and service activities. Their classmates are their future colleagues and many are likely to be part of their lives throughout their careers.
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COMING IN APRIL

Stay tuned to your Inbox for the announcement that the Spring 2016 issue of *Eye on Education* — the online newsletter from the Association of Schools and Colleges of Optometry (ASCO) — is available.

The issue will include the latest news about ASCO initiatives and activities as well as items of interest from the schools and colleges of optometry and the Association’s corporate partners.

**Also:** Visit ASCO’s website to take advantage of a variety of resources, including the recently posted “Career Opportunities for ODs in Academia: Teaching & Research Needs,” a PowerPoint module that explores the need for increasing the faculty ranks at optometric institutions.
INDUSTRY NEWS

Winners in New Innovation Awards Program Honored

Transitions®
Innovation Awards

During Transitions Academy 2016 this February in Orlando, Fla., Transitions Optical presented its new Innovation Awards. The awards recognize individuals and companies from the United States and Canada for their innovative efforts to support the Transitions brand over the past year.

The winners for 2015:
- Lunetterie New Look Eyewear, Canadian retailer with 75 locations in Québec and Ontario (Best in Marketing)
- Visionworks, optical retailer with 670 U.S. locations (Best in Training)
- VisionArts Eyecare Center, independent practice in Fulton, Mo. (Best in Patient Experience)
- Henry Ford OptimEyes, 19-office retailer in metro Detroit area (Best in Growth Achievement)

In previously announcing the finalists for the awards, Jose Alves, Transitions’ General Manager, Americas, noted “Innovation exists within all business functions and teams; sometimes it’s the company culture that supports and sustains this creativity and at times it’s an individual that inspires a change or idea. All of our finalists have applied smart, innovative thinking to achieve their professional and personal goals. We are grateful to these individuals and businesses for their partnership and for all they do to promote the Transitions brand.”

Nearly 500 industry professionals from North and South America came together for the two-day, invitation-only Transitions Academy 2016, themed “Enlighten,” where they attended professional development and product technology workshops, learned about industry and marketing trends and participated in panel discussions.

New Specular Microscope Now Available
The FDA granted 510(k) clearance for the SP-1P Specular Microscope from Topcon Medical Systems. The fully automated microscope includes innovative features for the documentation and analysis of the condition of the corneal endothelium.

With one tap of the center of the patient’s pupil displayed on the monitor, the SP-1P automatically centers, focuses and acquires the endothelial cell image. The instrument includes comprehensive analysis software. Panorama mode substantially increases the size of the analyzed area, and a histogram with color is displayed on-screen. The 10.4-inch rotatable touch panel monitor allows operation of the instrument from virtually any position.

Company Acquires Lens Lab Group

HOYA Vision Care acquired Nexus Vision Group and its affiliated laboratory partners in five states. Nexus, headquartered in Grove City, Ohio, is a wholesale independent laboratory serving eyecare professionals across the United States and Canada. It utilizes state-of-the-art machinery to provide the latest digital lens designs.

In a press release announcing the acquisition, President of HOYA Vision Care, Americas, Barney Dougher said “This acquisition expands HOYA’s U.S. footprint, establishes a greater local presence and allows us to better serve our customers. Nexus and its five affiliated labs have demonstrated a strong commitment over the years in supporting Independent Optometry and those values.”

Availability of New Toric Lens Expands

CooperVision Inc. continues the rollout of its Biofinity XR toric, the newest addition to the company’s Biofinity range of
monthly silicone hydrogel contact lenses. The XR toric was introduced to a few hundred accounts during a limited rollout period prior to the broader rollout slated to begin in April.

CooperVision says the Biofinity XR brand is the only silicone hydrogel contact lens range from a major manufacturer designed for patients with prescriptions beyond the traditional stock range. "Biofinity XR toric contact lenses bring the proven comfort, clarity and stable fit of the Biofinity brand to people who may otherwise not have the opportunity to experience the benefits of a premium silicone hydrogel lens," said Jerry Warner, President, North America, CooperVision. Like all Biofinity lenses, the XR toric features Aquaform Technology, which is designed to allow more oxygen to reach the eyes for a healthier corneal physiology.

Contact Lens Study Data Reported

Data from three studies funded or sponsored by The Johnson & Johnson Vision Care Companies were presented at the 10th Global Specialty Lens Symposium in Las Vegas in January. The studies evaluated the clinical performance of 1-Day Acuvue Moist Brand Multifocal Contact Lenses and 1-Day Acuvue Moist Brand for Astigmatism Contact Lenses in different patient populations.

One of the studies, by Sulley et al., was an in-practice assessment of the multifocal lenses conducted in the United States and United Kingdom. Eyecare practitioners (ECPs) were asked to fit patients in the lenses during the course of their normal clinical practice. They were encouraged to use the fitting guide and had received guidance on the company's approach to patient selection. Mean age of the subjects fitted was 54 years. Two-thirds were myopes and more than half had a high add power. Study results included that 85% of ECPs agreed the lenses delivered a high success rate with the first pair, and 99% said they would recommend the lens to colleagues. In addition, 85% of patients agreed their overall vision was excellent/very good, and 93% agreed their overall comfort was excellent/very good.

Another study, by Guillon et al., evaluated whether etafilcon A (1-Day Acuvue Moist Brand Multifocal Contact Lenses) material properties could minimize the underlying level of ocular tissue dryness frequently experienced by presbyopes. Results showed that upper lid margin staining with the lenses was significantly lower than with the patients’ own contact lenses after six hours of wear. Also, lid margin staining with the lenses was not different from that measured after one day without contact lenses.

A third study, by Berntsen et al., compared the effect of the soft toric lens 1-Day Acuvue Moist Brand for Astigmatism Contact Lenses with its spherical counterpart, 1-Day Acuvue Moist, on the number of lenses required to initially fit astigmatic patients (-0.75 DC to -1.75 DC) and subjective and objective vision performance. While there was no difference in the number of contact lenses required to achieve a successful fit (1.2 lenses for each lens type), the soft toric lenses provided better subjective and objective vision. The authors concluded that the results support the use of the toric lenses for improved vision compared with a spherical lens, even in patients with low-to-moderate amounts of astigmatism.

Wide-Angle Retinal Images with Apple Devices
Volk Optical’s new iNview harnesses the power of Apple devices to easily acquire wide-angle digital color fundus images. The indirect ophthalmoscopic lens attachment is compatible with iPhone and iPod and works in conjunction with the free Volk iNview app to take retinal images for general visualization, patient education, referrals and record-keeping.

According to Volk, the iNview is the first Apple-compatible fundus imaging device to overcome the challenges similar instruments have failed to address: field of view, ease of image capture and optical quality. Designed for use with dilated eyes, iNview provides a static 50° field of view as well as dynamic peripheral retina views out to 80°. The device offers both manual and auto-capture. In auto-capture, the iNview app takes a rapid series of images, running a proprietary algorithm to present the best-focused and defined images for review.

Student- and School-Focused Programs Continue at Vision Expo East

Registration is open for International Vision Expo East (April 14-17, 2016, in New York). For information about the many special perks and programs available for optometry students, deans, clinical directors, faculty, staff and alumni, e-mail Professional Relations Manager Kristen Reynolds.

Also: The Vision Council held its 2016 Executive Summit in January at the Waldorf Astoria in Orlando, Fla. The summit had record-breaking attendance of nearly 350 optical industry leaders. The program featured opportunities for executive-level networking and leadership development and information about the latest economic trends and business strategies. Keynote speakers were: Jim Collins, top-selling business author; Brian Beaulieu, economist and CEO with ITR Economics; and Dr. Jonah Berger, author and Wharton professor. During the summit it was also announced that Martin Bassett, Walman Optical, will continue as Chairman of the Board.

Also: The national Think About Your Eyes campaign, in which the Vision Council is a partner, announced it had a stellar 2015, reaching more consumers and producing more eye exams than ever before. Nearly 1.3 billion consumer impressions were generated, and the message about the importance of vision health and annual comprehensive eye exams was seen or heard by more than 132 million adults. Six additional weeks of advertising are planned for 2016.

$50,000 Donation Goes to Optometry Giving Sight
Bausch + Lomb donated $50,000 to Optometry Giving Sight, a global fundraising organization that specifically targets the prevention of blindness and impaired vision due to uncorrected refractive error by providing access to eye examinations and glasses. The donation will support a broad range of sustainable training and education programs that improve eye health for people in developing and underserved communities. Optometry Giving Sight funds the development of sustainable eye and vision care projects in communities where these do not currently exist. The projects focus on local training and capacity building, infrastructure development and the delivery of accessible and affordable eye and vision care services. In addition, Optometry Giving Sight is a member of VISION 2020: The Right to Sight, a joint program of the World Health Organization (WHO) and the International Agency for the Prevention of Blindness (IAPB). VISION 2020 aims to eliminate avoidable blindness through awareness raising, advocacy and resource mobilization and the implementation of national eye health plans in all countries.

Also: B+L expanded its specialty lens business with the addition of Alden Optical Laboratories Inc., a privately held manufacturer of premium specialty and custom soft and gas permeable contact lenses.

New Grant Program for Optometry Students

National Vision Inc. will announce by March 1, 2016, the winner and two runners-up in its new annual grant program for optometry students. The program, which is open to third- and fourth-year optometry students across the United States, asks applicants to write a 500-word essay or create a short video describing their perspectives on a particular topic for a chance to win the $5,000 grand prize. The topic for the 2015 contest was “The Importance of Affordable, Primary Eye Care in a Changing Health Care Environment.”

Information about the 2016-2017 grant program will be available in the fall.

Also: National Vision was the lead sponsor of the 2015 annual meeting of Volunteer Optometric Services to Humanity (VOSH), which was held in New Orleans in October 2015. The company has been a supporter of the non-profit organization for more than 10 years in a variety of ways, including by providing monetary, product and equipment donations. National Vision plans to donate $1,000 annually to an optometrist or optometry student supporting a Student VOSH clinic, per optometry school, as well as PlusOptix handheld autorefractors for use at the clinics. Bob Stein, Chief Philanthropic Development Officer for National Vision, recently joined the VOSH Board of Directors and serves as one of only two non-optometrists on the Board.
UPCOMING THEME ISSUE WILL FOCUS ON DIVERSITY AND CULTURAL COMPETENCE

Optometric Education announces that a future edition of the journal will focus on the theme of Diversity and Cultural and Linguistic Competence. The edition will focus on the diversity of our students, faculty and profession and all aspects of cultural and linguistic competence, including professional, organizational and individual responsibility.

The deadline to submit articles for this theme edition is Dec. 31, 2016. For additional information, contact Gary Chu, OD, or journal Editor Aurora Denial, OD, FAAO.
DEADLINE EXTENDED FOR UPCOMING INTERNATIONAL OPTOMETRIC EDUCATION THEME EDITION

International Optometric Education: Global Expansion and Transformation

(New deadline to submit papers: June 1, 2016)

Over the past 20 years, the profession of optometry has undergone dramatic global changes: expanding scope of practice, increasing quality assurance expectations, significant diversification of students, and the accelerating impact of information technology. Underpinning these changes has been the critical role of international optometric education in supporting and catalyzing this transformation. The same global forces that are driving the transformation of the profession are also creating challenges and opportunities for optometric educational institutions. Student, faculty, patient and institutional expectations are converging and greater accountability is expected. This includes such areas as clinical competency, professional ethics, interprofessional collaboration and curricular innovation.

This theme issue builds on the work of the ASCO International Optometric Education Committee and International Optometric Educators Special Interest Group (SIG).

Authors are invited to submit scholarly articles that address this theme and underscore innovation and the impact educational institutions are having on their students, the profession and the communities they serve. We encourage scholarly articles that are translational and promote global dissemination.

We are pleased to have Anthony F. Di Stefano, OD, MEd, MPH, Salus University, serve as the Guest Editor of this issue. For more information, please e-mail journal Editor Aurora Denial, OD, FAAO.
DO OUR STUDENTS REALLY POSSESS INFORMATION LITERACY?

In 2011, the Board of Directors of the Association of Schools and Colleges of Optometry (ASCO) approved an updated “Attributes of Students Graduating from Schools and Colleges of Optometry” report. The report represents contemporary thinking about the requisite competencies for new graduates of optometry degree programs. It states that graduates are “responsible for ongoing self-learning and for remaining current and competent in their knowledge and skills.” Additionally, it states that “The school or college of optometry shall ensure that before graduation each student will have demonstrated the ability to access evidence-based knowledge (including through the use of information technology) and manage information, and to apply that information in making decisions about patient care and health care delivery.” As clinicians and educators we all have experienced the explosion in the availability of information on the Internet. This information is a valuable resource for all health care professionals and students. However, there may be a gap in students’ ability to use these tools.

Though not new, the concepts of “information literacy,” “fluency in technology” and “computer literacy” have recently received a lot of attention in higher education. The concept of information literacy involves more than the ability to look up a topic on the Internet. It includes critical thinking related to determining the purpose of gaining information, identifying assumptions, critically evaluating literature, determining biases, forming conclusions and evaluating implications. According to the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL), computer literacy focuses on the “rote learning of specific hardware and software applications, while ‘fluency with technology’ focuses on understanding the underlying concepts of technology and applying problem-solving and critical thinking to using technology.” Although this definition introduces the concepts of critical thinking and problem-solving, they are applied directly to technology. In 2000, the ACRL defined information literacy as “a set of abilities requiring individuals to recognize when information is needed and have the ability to locate, evaluate, and use effectively the needed information.” In 2015, the organization presented an expanded definition: “Information literacy is the set of integrated abilities encompassing the reflective discovery of information, the understanding of how information is produced and valued, and the use of information in creating new knowledge and participating ethically in communities of learning.” Information literacy allows doctors more control over their learning and the ability to stay current.

Information Literacy Must Be Taught, Even to Millennials

The ability to identify appropriate databases, efficiently use the databases, critically evaluate clinical studies and appropriately reference sources can be particularly daunting skills for students. Because most students in the millennial generation are savvy in the use of technology, it is easy to assume that navigating the Internet for information related to the acquisition and use of knowledge would come naturally. In my experience, many students are significantly lacking in information literacy skills. Therefore, these skills need to be taught in an organized and concrete manner and then practiced. Projects that require students to research ocular conditions, use evidence-based practice and evaluate information should be incorporated into every year of the curriculum. The utilization of information literacy skills should become a habit of mind, so it is automatic. The efficient utilization of information is particularly important in the clinical environment. In today’s world, the emphasis in most clinical environments is productivity. If obtaining and using information is not a habit, it has potential to interfere with productivity and may not be utilized. Developing a culture of information literacy while also focusing on teaching, patient care and productivity can be challenging for clinical faculty, but students must be prepared to use these skills in the clinical environment, and faculty must act as role models.

How Does Your Institution Foster Information Literacy?

What is the best method for teaching information literacy skills to our students? Are we achieving the goals set forth by
ASCO? Are we evaluating outcomes and disseminating information so that best practices can be achieved? A search of PubMed, VisionCite and Education Resources Information Center (ERIC) using the terms “information literacy,” “computer literacy,” and “optometry or optometric education” produced only a few articles in the profession of optometry. What is your institution doing to teach, utilize and reinforce information literacy skills?
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